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FULLY REFURBISHED 
“XE” TETHER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

(REF ME-17)

FOR SALE

As brokers Dixon Marine Consulting Ltd are pleased to present for sale a fully 

refurbished Delta Subsea manufactured “XE” TMS system prompt available for 

sale. 

The system is containerised and prompt available for sale on an “as is where is” 

basis ex Houston, USA.

PRICE IDEA

$287,500 “as is where is” US GOM 
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GENERAL DETAILS

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The “XE” (extended-excursion) tether management is designed to support IMR, 

drill support, and medium-duty construction operations in up to 4,000msw with an 

extended excursion limit provided by the 652m of RT548-4E tether on the drum 

(new in Sept 2019 and sent to Schilling for fitment)

The XE-TMS has been designed around a field- proven ‘shuttling drum’ concept 

that provides exceptionally simple tether routing. The complete tether drum moves 

on a carriage system allowing the tether to exit the drum directly above and 

through the payout sheave.

Power supply to the XE-TMS requires only a single branch circuit from the surface. 

This contributes to a smaller umbilical cross section and a more compact surface 

power distribution unit, without sacrificing performance.

Electrically operated drive and latch systems simplify the system and significantly 

reduce the number of components. This promotes increased reliability and ease of 

maintenance. An AC variable frequency drive system provides exceptional tether 

handling performance, with closed loop control of the drive sheave torque and 

speed ensuring optimal handling of the tether under all operating conditions.

The XE-TMS incorporates extended instrumentation facilitated by a rotary position 

sensor array. This unit connects up to eight sensors into a single DTSTM  serial 

port, reporting all compensation circuit levels and information including drum and 

pinch wheel speed and latch status.

SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS

➢ Electrically driven without hydraulics

➢ 450 / 850m Tether capacity (currently fitted with 652m Tether) 

➢ Shock absorbing docking snubber unit

➢ 6.7Te Lower latch capacity

➢ Duplex stainless steel construction

➢ 28mm Neutrally buoyant tether

➢ 12.5Te Safe Working Load

➢ 4,000msw
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TMS SPECIFICATION

TMS

Safe Working Load  9,700kg  21,385lb

Through-Frame Load  6,700kg  14,771lb 

Weight in Air   2,680kg  5,750lb

Weight in Water   1,580kg  3,549lb

Tether Capacity   450m/850m  2,789ft

Haul in Speed   50mpm  164fpm

Height     2,209mm 87in

Diameter   1,853mm 73in

TETHER

Manufacturer   Nexans  RT548-4E

Length     652m  2,139ft

Depth rating   4,000msw 13,123ft

Diameter   28mm  1,102in

Jacket     TPr Yellow

Weight in Air   675kg/km 1,488lb/km

Weight in Water   45kg/km 99lb/km

Minimum Bend Diameter 425mm  16.73in

Safe Working Load  20kN  4,496lbf

Minimum Break Load  110kN  24,729lbf

TETHER

The 28mm tether takes advantage 

of reduced conductor size at 

4,160vAc to enable a durable, 

neutrally buoyant jacket

ELECTRIC DRIVE

The HD TMS is electrically operated. 

Powered by a single 4,160vAC 

primary branch circuit, AC motors 

provide the drum and pinch wheel 

drive motion, under close control of 

AC variable frequency drives 

installed on the TMS. An electrically 

operated fail-safe latch system has 

two sets of pre-engaged latches. 

TETHER HANDLING

The HD’s tether management 

system utilizes a shuttling drum 

concept to ensure that the tether 

always spools from the drum directly 

in line with the TMS exit point. A 

simple tether routing path through 

the pinch wheel and sophisticated 

software control of motor torque 

provide exceptional tether handling 

performance, regardless of the 

conditions created by any tether 

surface contamination.

Sliprings, tether, and umbilical

connections are managed by a quick

connect system that eliminates a

rotary junction box. Connections are

made outside the drum for easy 

access.
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Contact:

Dixon Marine Consulting Ltd

m.ridge@dmcltd.com

Direct Line: +44 (0)1603 561368

Office Switchboard: +44 (0) 1263 733530

PHOTOS

All details given in good faith but without guarantee. 
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